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From the Head End
Welcome to the December Edition of Ditchlight.
Life seems to be getting back to normal with some model railroading
events now taking place, including the NMRA British Region at The Conference Centre in Derby organised by Steve Dennison of Black Diamonds. The
large central area of the convention centre was taken up by an N Gauge
Modular layout with contributions From Black Diamonds, Snake Bend, and
the Yorkshire Group (see image on page 7). Although an N Gauge modular
layout occupied this space in 2018, most of the modules displayed this time
were not in the previous display. There were also a number of HO layouts,
including the impressive Red Hook Bay (see image on page 7), and an On30
layout also shown by Black Diamonds.

you may be interested to look at his article on the subject in the latest edition of Roundhouse.
I also attended Mick Moignard's clinic on LED's, where he discussed the
types available and their relevance to model railroading. Finally I attended
Mike Arnold's clinic on his home Layout Texas Pacific Lines, where using a
PowerPoint presentation he described the history, construction and layout
plan, including a reference to Dillon and the part it played in the
Thamesiders EBL layout at Alexandra Palace in 2013.

An important part of the weekend
is the social side including the Saturday
banquet,
where
Thamesiders members were very
well represented in the award of
Many of the usual traders were once again in evidence, including Neal's Certificates of Appreciation.
Trains, Mech Models, and Sunningwell DCC. There were also a couple of
estate sales, and bring and buy stalls. Peco also had a stand exhibiting back In 2022 the Regional Convention
will be in Crewe where I hope
copies of Continental Modeller.
Thamesiders will be showing EBL
A number of clinics were also arranged over the weekend. I attended Ray modules.
Persing's clinic on 3D printing. Martin Gibson gave us a clinic on this subject
in 2020 at one of our early Virtual Meets It was interesting to see how the I hope to see you at the AGM and
market for 3D printers had moved on from that date. In his clinic Martin Christmas lunch, but if not I wish
concentrated on FDM printers, which use a filament, the most popular you all a very Merry Christmas and
type available for the home user at that time, but did indicate that for de- a happy year railroad modelling in
tailed work SLA printers which use a vat of photo-sensitive resin were prob- 2022
ably more appropriate, but at the time felt that due to the small size of
completed items, were probably more suited to N Gaugers. Well it would
appear that SLA printers are coming down in price and may now be a good
option for HO as well as smaller scales. For those who missed Ray's clinic 22 November 2021

David
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THAMESIDERS NEWS
GROUP MEETS

AGENDA FOR THAMESIDERS MRG AGM – 4TH DECEMBER 2021

NEXT TWO MEETS
SATURDAY 4 DECEMBER 2021

To be held as a Virtual Meeting via Zoom with the Virtual Door opening at 10:00
1. Apologies for Absence
2. Previous Minutes: a) Minutes of October 2021 Virtual Meet
SATURDAY 11 DECEMBER 2021
b) Minutes of the 2020 Virtual AGM
3. Matters arising from Minutes of the last AGM
Christmas Social and Luncheon at the Old School Room, Shalford Road, Raine CM77 6BS directions on page 26. Please bring along model items you no longer need for a good old
4. Chairman’s Report 2021 – David Ammon
swap around, the ultimate in recycling! Chris advises that the meal will cost £15 a head plus
5. Treasurer’s Report 2021 – Paul Evans
the usual meet fee of £5. Please bring your own choice of beverage.
6. HO Layout Report 2021 – TBA
DATES FOR 2021/22
7. N Scale Layout Report 2021 – Dean Halls
8. Election of Officers:
As a general trend all meetings will be on the 2nd and 4th Saturday of each month so as not
a) Chairman
to clash with Region’s “Brew & Natter” sessions on the 1st and 3rd Saturdays.
b) Treasurer
Date
Physical/Virtual?
Venue
c) Secretary / Membership Secretary
4/12/21
Virtual AGM
d) Group Liaison / Contact
11/12/21
Christmas Social & Luncheon
Raine
e) Webmaster
Meets in 2022 will be Virtual on 2nd Saturdays and at St Osyth on
f) Publicity Officer
the 4th Saturdays, except April when it is Sunday 24th - see all
dates detailed in the agenda at item 9 a) attached to Dean Halls’
g) Safety Officer
e-mail dated 30 November 2021.
9. Items for Discussion
a) Virtual Meeting – Part of the natural process?
ANNUAL REPORTS 2021
b) Physical Meeting, Problem solved?
For Chairman’s, Treasurer’s and N Scale Group Reports including the financial statements see
c) NMRA(BR) – Continued membership – the potential affects?
Dean Halls’ e-mail dated 30 November
d) Constitution – Any changes necessary?
e) TMG Website – Progress and Update?
f) Recruitment – How do we gain new members?
NOTICE TO ALL MEMBERS
g) Exhibition Circuit – Is there a future for us in this in 2022
Please read the reports Dean has kindly incorporated into his e-mailed
h) Club Layouts – Do we have any spending plans?
agenda dated 30 November 2021. This will avoid unnecessary questions and
i) Attending the 2022 NMRA(BR) Crewe Convention?
j) Other items as raised.
occasion you to ask some important ones!
Virtual AGM at 10.00 am in segments on Zoom. Details from David Ammon for log-in in his
e-mail dated 1/12/21. For agenda see opposite.
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MEMBER NEWS
BEHIND THE FENCE by Alan Sewell
Mike has done a really good job for us all in documenting freight cars in his “Freightcarology”
series. I think without exception these have all been those to be seen in interchange service.
However not all freight cars venture out onto the North American railroad system. Many are
confined to operations behind the fence of an industry or confined to its tracks and may just
be glimpsed by the railfan/modeller
I have been fortunate to get behind the fence on a few occasions and document some of the
cars operated which do not make it outside and into interchange service. I have also collected photos of these and was lucky to have the late John Henderson, John Cumming and Joe
Hereford send me photos as well. If we have any rail served industries on our layouts which
are more than just a spur or two, then a few or more of these captive cars can be incorporated. These can be of a type banned from interchange service or in a condition which
would have them banned and maybe an excuse to use some of those arch bar trucks we all
seem to have or to have a reason for friction bearing trucks in the twenty-first century. They
could also be the basis of scratch building or lit bashing that might satisfy an award

As a taster of, what might be, a series I have sorted a selection of these cars. If members’ are
interested then Mike has a mini-series for Ditchlight. This can cover Cabooses, Tanks, Flats,
Hoppers, Boxcars, Log cars ( that’s unsurprising!!) and miscellaneous – can’t think of a better
classification.
So let’s go behind the fence and see what we might see.

Photo: Weyerhaeuser Wide
vision caboose
originally built
for their Chehalis Western
RR in 1980 but
in use with the
mill switching
crew at
Longview in
2015
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Photo above: Southwestern Forest Industries Apache Railway side door caboose at
the McNary mill Arizona in 1969 ; below: WFP/Canfor caboose built in Nimpkish
shops in 1950 and in use on the Englewood Division in 2006
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MEMBER NEWS
BEHIND THE FENCE by Alan Sewell (Continued)

Photos clockwise from top left: Simpson A-frame car used for hauling green lumber between Camp 5 and the mill at Shelton. Seen at
Knights siding in 1999; Four-truck 200ton capacity moving car built in 1925 and in use by Simpson in 1999; Flats converted from
standard forty foot cars being returned to the quarry in 2008and Heavy duty flat hauling blocks from the Fletcher Granite quarry at
Chelmsford to the mill at Westford in 2008.
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MEMBER NEWS
BEHIND THE FENCE by Alan Sewell (Continued)

Photos clockwise from top left: In house tank car conversion to a water car at Woss Camp on Canfor’s Englewood Division in 2003; Ex Great Northern hopper of 1900
sold to a number of logging shows and here at Headquarters in the 1980’s; Snowplow converted from a 1909 Baldwin 2-6-2 tender on Interfor’s Kalmath Northern RR at
Gilchrist OR in 2015; and Rayonier long caboose rebuilt from a box car at Crane Creek in the early 1980’s
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REGION & INTERNATIONAL NEWS
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REGION EVENTS

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS

BRITISH REGION BOARD ELECTIONS 2021

UPCOMING NATIONAL CONVENTIONS

The following officers were elected to the Board at this year’s AGM at Derby:

The 2020 St Louis Convention was cancelled but the team have put in a bid to replace Birmingham 2022 which was cancelled due to non-availability of venues due to the Commonwealth Games moving dates onto ours. Events now scheduled are:

President: Jonathan Small
Vice-President: Peter Borcherds
Secretary: Tony Gath
Treasurer: Chris James
Membership Director: Peter Bowen

2022 - St Louis, MO (7-14 August 2022). Registration is now open. See https://
www.eventsquid.com/event.cfm?preview&event_id=13724. Watch for selected layouts on
the tours - see below.
2023 - Grapevine, TX outside Dallas/Fort Worth (18-27 August 2023)

BRITISH REGION CONVENTION 2022 - CREWE
Advance notice of the Region Convention in 2022. Notwithstanding the notice in the November/December Roundhouse the dates are in fact a week earlier on 4-6 November. The Train
Show will be at the Crewe Heritage Centre but the Convention Hotel will be a short distance
away at the Hotel Ibis Styles. It is about a 15 minute walk from Crewe station.

BRITISH REGION WINTER MEET BENSON 2022
The NMRA BR Winter Meet – “Benson”, will be at the traditional venue: Benson Parish Hall,
OX10 6LZ, on Sunday, 30 January 2022. The venue will be open to NMRA members and the
public from 10:00 to 16:00. The NMRA Publicity Stand and the Region Library will be present.

BRITISH REGION SPRING MEET 2022
Hosted by Thamesiders on Sunday 22 May 2022 at Feering Community Centre near Kelvedon, Essex

OTHER EVENTS: MECH MODELS AMERICANA WEEKEND
This is not an official NMRA BR Event but is supported by Black Diamonds NMRA Group on
23/24 April 2022 at Mech Models in Burton-on-Trent. Details in Roundhouse magazine.
From a photo by Matt
Flores: BNSF Boeing
parts train in Cascade
Mountains, WA
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REGION NEWS
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PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION - GRAND UNION 2021, THE DERBY CONVENTION

Top left: Black Diamonds and Friends N scale set-up filled
the well in the main hall; Above: Red Hook Bay in HO by
Mike Carter (both photos by David Ammon)’ Left: the
power behind the N scale set-up with Digitrax at its heart.
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REGION NEWS
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PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION - GRAND UNION 2021, THE DERBY CONVENTION (Continued)

Top two: Black Diamonds N Scale; bottom two: Kamiak Falls in HO by Ant Quinlan

BRITISH REGION CONVENTION 2021 - GRAND JUNCTION
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REGION NEWS
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PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION - GRAND UNION 2021, THE DERBY CONVENTION (Continued)

Top two: Cattle Bay in N
Scale by two modellers from
the Netherlands.
Bottom two: More vies of
the nautical side of Red
Hook Bay.
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REGION NEWS
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PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION - GRAND UNION 2021, THE DERBY CONVENTION (Continued)

Top two: Black Diamonds On30 set-up; bottom right: Mech
Models Team; and left: modern era hits Kamiak Falls after dark
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MEMBER NEWS - TALES FROM THE CLYMAN SUB-DIVISION by IAN WATTON
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DISCOVERING METCALFE KITS
Recently I found a Metcalfe kit that had been lounging at the bottom of a box for far too the roof installed, so I looked online for club-house interiors and downloaded and resized a
long. A Wooden Pavilion given to me many Christmases ago by my wife. My thought as I small selection. Even with the roof on they still can be seen with the naked eye, which is
looked at it was “It will fit somewhere on the layout”, and so I unpacked it and looked at the quite good.
instructions.

They looked daunting at first glance; this kit is on the rather small size, but the number of
fiddly parts is staggering – they’ve certainly fitted a lot into a small footprint. Oh, and it takes
ages to assemble as you need to let the glue set properly at each stage. Not my usual quick
kit then ☹
A week later and lots of mini sessions of cutting, gluing and holding and the kit was halffinished. I like having an interior if there’s half a chance of it being seen from the outside. If
there’s no way of seeing an interior, I’m reluctant to add one (which stems back to my first
Airfix aeroplane kit and wondering why I had to build a detailed engine when no-one was
ever going to see it?) This kit I realised, had plenty of windows to let in the light, even with
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MEMBER NEWS - TALES FROM THE CLYMAN SUB-DIVISION by IAN WATTON
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DISCOVERING METCALFE KITS (Continued)
The last piece to go on is the roof mounted clock and it’s done. I nice addition to the Clyman
Sub-Division.

While we’re on the subject of kits, I knew I’d got an old Metcalfe signal box kit hidden somewhere in my house. You know that feeling when you think you know where you’ve put it, but
when you go looking for it it’s moved. Well this was me one Saturday morning, frantically
searching the house and drawing blanks in every room (on the plus side I found one of my
wife’s magazines from 2011, which she found amusing, so time not totally wasted). In the
end I found the kit hiding in my collection of Roundhouse magazines in the loft. I suppose I
should have looked in the loft first, but that’s hindsight for you.
As you can see from the photograph it’s a
UK Southern Railway signal box. It may
look slightly out of place in Wisconsin –
where the Clyman Sub is based – but I
like it because it reminds me of the one
at Instow, North Devon and that location
holds happy memories for me.
As with all Metcalfe kits the instructions
are easy to follow, and the basic structure
goes together quickly. Which brings me
to my next problem; I will be sitting in
front of this model for long periods and
staring at an empty shell of a building
(see next photo) isn’t what I want – it’s
just not satisfying.
I trawled the web for suitable backwall
photos of the interior of a signal box.
Happily, it didn’t take long to find something suitable and once stuck in improved
the model considerably. Even with the
glazing in place it looked good. However,
I wasn’t done there. This structure is in a
prominent position on my layout, at the
entrance to Clyman Junction Yard; therefore, having a blank interior isn’t enough. Back on
the web I went to find an interior. Luckily, Metcalfe provide a signal box interior. What I wasn’t prepared for was the miniature size of everything. Whereas the main kit can be put together almost in one evening, the interior kit takes many evenings, as every piece needs time
to for the glue to dry. It’s worth it though, the only other alternative was three times the
price and all in brown plastic. To add realism to the interior I found a couple of HO figures
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MEMBER NEWS - TALES FROM THE CLYMAN SUB-DIVISION by IAN WATTON

december 2021

DISCOVERING METCALFE KITS (Continued)
and cemented them in place.

As the interior won’t be visible once the roof is on,
I’ve added a light powered by a cheap DCC decoder;
I can switch the light off when not required and increase its life. I don’t want the bulb blowing after an
hour (too much work went into this model!) A quick
bit of detailing and scenic work around the model
brings the scene to life. The only thing left here to
do, is to paint the track, weather and ballast it.
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MEMBER NEWS - TALES FROM THE CLYMAN SUB-DIVISION by IAN WATTON
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DISCOVERING METCALFE KITS (Continued)

Another exhibit at the Derby Convention was a 1:1 scale set up
behind the building where trainee drivers and signalmen came to
learn all about signalling. It was after all the LMS School of Signalling and latterly BR/LMR. Now in disuse…..but intact.
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WHAT’S ON MY WORKBENCH
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CHASING THE ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM: BUILDING A SCRAP GONDOLA by Mike Arnold
I guess I have had this little irritation burning away for a while now – you need seven certificates in the Achievement Program to obtain the Master Model Railroader accolade. I
have three which are all non-modelling, Volunteer, Official and Author. So I needed to
work out a route to getting the other four which are all aspects of the modelling side,
apart from perhaps Chief Despatcher. Cars is one of them and so begins this saga to
scratch-build as much of a freight car as possible with the aim of achieving a merit award
for it (87.5 out 125 points). This is the story so far.
I was watching a video on YouTube that Lance Mindheim had linked to from one of his
monthly newsletters. Lance had built a fabulous rendition of the railroads running through
an industrial area of Downtown Miami, Florida. The video was by a guy who “chased” (if
you can call it that as track speed is really quite slow) the local down the line visiting the
four industries still active along what was originally the Seaboard Coast Line main line
through that part of Miami. In the consist were a few hight-sided scrap gondolas that
looked quite interesting – they seemed to be conversions from bulkhead flat cars. I took
some screen grabs and from that I started some research.

ated by the Missouri Pacific. Now Walthers manufacture a SIECO pulpwood car so…..
I acquired such a model at the Derby Convention from Anorak’s Anonymous for the princely sum of £7.50. I examined it closely for resemblance to the images I was downloading of
the end product. It was obvious quite quickly that the ends on the Walthers model were
different from the model used to make the scarp gondola. My planning went from scratchbuilding new bulkheads for the Walthers car to scratch-building the entire car. That said I
took the RTR model apart and realised that all the weight was in the cast metal underframe. For any switching layout you do need a modicum of weight in those freight cars. The
plan was then finalised to build a new car around the Walthers underframe.

Here is the Walthers car stripped of its underframe etc. Note the floor is angled and has a
distinctive spine running down the middle with slots. I guess this is accommodate log loads
safely at an angle inwards and to allow drainage.

The reporting marks are LSEX with road numbers 100-109, and I found a couple of good
photos on RailCarPhotos.com. Further research advised that they had been through several ownerships in this converted form but were originally SIECO-built pulpwood cars oper-

The bulkheads are much the same as the Walthers model but a shallower angle. The solebars are the same, for most of its length an I beam but the central part has no strengthening fillet along the bottom edge. The side sheeting extends slightly over the uprights of the
bulkheads and has thirteen strengthening uprights, each of those extends over a support
on the solebar.
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IMPROVING
ACCURAIL
FOWLER
BOXCARSBUILDING
by PATRICK
GRACEGONDOLA
(Continued)
CHASING THE
ACHIEVEMENT
PROGRAM:
A SCRAP
by Mike Arnold (Continued)
frames made from Evergreen 80 thou by 250 thou strip, topped by 20 thou by 125 thou to
create the strengthening part of the construction and also where the floor and side will
attach. The side frames were spaced to allow the Walthers underframe to fit inside.

Photo by Keith Belk at
Waycross, GA from
www.railcarphotos.com

Once the floor had been built the underframe would be attached but for now it remained a
temporary fixture. Now for the floor, copying the Walthers model as I went. The first part
fabricated was the centre spine piece with those lozenge shaped holes in. This would eventually be the backbone of the car since it will be where the underframe attaches. Taking spacing from the Walthers model, I drilled holes in a strip of 20 thou plastic card wide enough to
cover the spine of the underframe. Once glued in place between the bulkheads, the floor
panels were cut from more 20 thou and secured at an angle almost flush with the side
frames. A bead of 40 thou square section was added to the side frames to provide a ledge.
Underside ribbing was added from 20 thou square section (to match the detail on the Walthers model), along with short sections of a suitable size of hollow plastic rod (to take the
screws from the underframe) to correspond to the holes. A final top panel of 10 thou was
added to the floor to overlap the top of the sideframes very slightly, per the floor of the WalThe bulkheads were the first parts constructed from 20 thou plastic card. The photo at the thers model. It was probably laid on top of the main floor to avoid as much damage as possitop was used to work out the angle at which the upper part met the end of the car – it was ble from the pulpwood loads of the original car
a shallower angle than the Walthers car. Four identical pieces were cut and holes drilled for
As you can see a lot of the detail is guesswork as there are no plans available of the cars in
the grabs.
question. What is under the floor and inside the body of the car is pure supposition! EveryThe next thing to do was create the sideframes and start getting the parts together to look thing form here on in is taken from what I can see in the various images available.
more like the freight car being modelled. Here we have the bulkheads assembled on the side
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CHASING THE ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM: BUILDING A SCRAP GONDOLA by Mike Arnold (Continued)
The side sills required a lot
of fine work to re-create the
prototype detail. Suffice to
say that 10 thou by 20 thou
was used - oh thanks be for
Evergreen! The detail that I
have copied is shown in the
prototype photo top left. I
have still to add the drop
step on the side sill and the
stirrup step below. I have
drilled a strip of square 40
thou section to place behind
the drop step.
The photo at left shows a
comparison between the
two different ends of the
cars. As you can see from
the photo the sides have
been added - 20 thou plastic
card - with a strengthening
rib along the top from 20
thou by 40 thou Evergreen.
The side sheets extend a
little beyond the bulkhead.

Now to add some details to the ends and the side sills. First the bulkheads: all the strengthening bars were cut from a variety of sizes on Evergreen strip and secured at appropriate
spacing to match the prototype. The handrails were carefully removed from the Walthers
model and fashioned to fit. The angle was different so the left hand ladders had to be bent
back a bit to reduce the angle. The right hand ladder was dealt with similarly and also cut
short to suit. Fine brass rod was cut to length for the top rung and the strengthening strut
between each ladder, secured with an eye bolt in a small block secured between the main
uprights. Grabs and lower rungs were added from brass wire bent to shape.
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The next phase is to add all
the detail to the body sides,
not just the uprights but also
the fillets added to each
corner to strengthen them
from heavy handling. Notice how it shows it to be a
hollow section with a central divider - this will be fabricated from 10 thou by 20 thou strip.
Then it will be on to the brake gear which I plan to create in full as I need to earn a Merit Award with this..
And then finally painting and decaling….
.
More next time, hopefully!

BUILDING SOMETHING DIFFERENT

december 2021

BOSCARNE JUNCTION, A LAYOUT IN 4mm SCALE OO GAUGE: PART 2 - THE INFRASTRUCTURE
I got the necessary planning permission from the relevant domestic authority. One stipula- in larger bottles has become? All squared and left to dry and I prepared to start on the othtion: it had to fit across the back wall of the garage. That is 17ft 6 inches max. Thus the de- ers.
sign of boards was created: two fiddle yard boards, one either end. They would be traversers, one of 4 ft length and the other, at the western (left hand) end, would be 3 ft. As traffic
is heavier from the Bodmin direction (right hand end) that should work. The scenic part
would be 10 ft long, one 4 ft board to take the western ladder of three turnouts and a
straight run before that across the level crossing and past the signal cabin. The other two
boards would be 3 ft each, making a total of 17 ft.
I did dabble with the idea of a 90 degree turn at the left hand end to make an L shape and
put in a 4 ft traverser. I even got a quote for a custom-made corner module 900mm x
900mm but fortunately I realised very quickly that due to the layiut being against the back

The underside view of the 3ft board. Note the M8 bolts in pace to hold the strengthening
pads in place all square while the glue dries. In the centre hole in those plates will be where
the baseboard joiners will go. The ends are countersunk to take the EM Gauge Society metal
joiners but I am keeping it simple - one bolt through a precision laser cut hole!
Work continued with the other boards and all apart from the traverser went together without a hitch and following the instructions. The book of words for the traverser leaves a lot to
be desired. The illustrations are poor and the instructions sparse. I still cannot work out
where two T nuts and the corresponding short bolts go! Anyway, it slides nicely with a little
help from candle wax. Having assembled one I shall now go ahead and order the other 3 ft
traverser (having discounted getting a turntable as the lead in track will be near the front of
wall and now part of the side wall it would not work as the traverser would not be able to
the layout. But as with all plans that could all change.
traverse!!!! So back to the above plan - a straight run of 17ft!
Also because it is a traverser with two sections, each of about 2 inches depth, the attachGrainge & Hodder boards were ordered for the scenic part and the right hand traverser, four
ment of legs will need some careful consideration as they will only be able to be attached to
in all for now. They duly arrived after a few weeks wait - the lag is now months they are so
the bottom two inches. This will offer less stability but there must be a way to do it. Perhaps
popular! Here is the kit for one 3 ft board. It went together well as you would expect from
I shall invest in some of Grainge & Hodder’s leg braces to ensure the greater stability needed
laser cut parts. Evostik white PVA was used to glue all joints, plus the occasional panel pin to
- it will after all house most of the stock and be required to slide across between the roads it
hold it all square and together while the glue went off. Do you have any idea how scarce PVA
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BOSCARNE JUNCTION, A LAYOUT IN 4mm SCALE OO GAUGE: PART 2 - THE INFRASTRUCTURE (Cont’d)
will feed.
The final stage for the boards was to top them off with some good quality cork. I managed to
find some self-adhesive tiles on Amazon from a company called Boulder Developments. They
are of the unvarnished type so will take PVA and other glues like that without scraping the
surface. A fair bit of cutting was needed as the boards are only 400mm wide but with a good
metal ruler and a sharp blade that was easily done. They have stayed down well despite being in the garage now for a couple of months through all sorts of damp and cold weather.

The legs were a challenge despite having built dozens before for Freemo modules and of
course for Texas Pacific Lines. I guess it was because the baseboard ends were precision laser
cut with a hole ready to receive the bolts. It became very clear that the bolts would also
need to secure the adjoining baseboard too. That is not a bad thing but it has to be done at
the same time in effect.
Keeping it simple as ever, I have used nominal 2” by 1” pine for all parts. The legs were cut to
length to my chosen height for operating, approximately 44 inches. One at a time legs were
offered up to the corners of bards and clamped in place once square. The hole was the used
to drill through the end board and behind that the leg piece. Once happy they were bolted in
place and a cross piece offered up and glued in place, held with a light clamp.
The bottom cross brace was dealt with the same although here an extra 4 inch piece of 2” by
1” was glued and screwed to the bottom 4 inches of each leg to take a T nut and adjustable
foot, providing also a ledge to place the cross brace on. The picture opposite shows the result. The other photo shows the cork tiles in place and cluttered with track parts - more on
that next time.
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DIESELS IN DETAIL
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UNION PACIFIC (Ex-D&RGW) EMD SD40T-2 (aka “Tunnelmotor”) #2882

All photos taken at Roseville Yard, CA in July 2008 when the SD40T-2s
were coming to the end of their days on the UP. It is believed the long
line of SD40-2s and this Tunnelmotor were at the bnd of their lease
period and awaiting disposal by auction. Former DRGW #5342, one of
the first batch delivered with ratchet brake stand (on other side of
nose!). Model available from Athearn and ScaleTrains without patches.
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SOUTHERN PACIFIC MORRISON KNUDSEN REBUILD SD40M-2 #8692
MKM Rebuild SP
SD40M-2 from a
SDP45, #8692 first at
the Cajon Summit
overlook and thn
trackside at Cajon
Station, CA in September 1998. Model
available from
Athearn Genesis
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BOOK REVIEW
HOW TO DESIGN A MODEL RAILROAD by LANCE MINDHEIM (Review by Mike Arnold)
In my modelling life there
are two hobby icons I look
up to for inspiration and,
when it comes to publications, guidance. Those two
are Pelle Soeborg and
Lance Mindheim.

and constraints you have (doors, windows, waist measurement…).
Lance looks at how the real railroads plan their track layouts: passing loops, run rounds. Trailing and facing spurs/sidings, grades, clearances etc. One aspect that struck me particularly
was something called “negative space”, that is a part of the layout that has no track or industry. Coincidentally it was a subject in one of the weekly posts from MRH and using Mike Confalone’s layout (another of my icons) to illustrate. Make it interesting but real! Do not give
up on it but plan to make it part of the artwork that is your railroad.

Lance has self-published
before and I have all his
books purchased through
the Titfield Thunderbolt
Bookshop (Simon Casten).
His latest offering is published by Kalmbach during
lockdown last year. I had
just come home from a
local meeting where we
were discussing our next
steps to building g and designing some Freemo modules. I came across the title
by chance - I was researching material for a round
robin e-mail to details
sources members could
look for themselves His
Downtown Spur (Miami) is
a great inspiration to anyone who wants to model
modestly but with prototypical accuracy.

He takes you through different permutations of layout design styles, and finally how to plan
the trackwork and then the scenery upon it. If you are ever going to build more modules or a
new layout, this one is for you. If you are not likely to, the illustrations are gorgeous! $24.99
or £13.99 from Amazon. Bargain!

The book draws upon the many layouts he has built for his own enjoyment over the years he is a professional layout designer and builder. That said it just adds to the quality of the
coverage of the subject as there are too many so-called layout designers who think trackwork
is one ink line wide! Lance calls upon his years of experience to impart his thinking and expertise on layout design. He also uses some of his icons for inspiration, especially Tom Johnson’s HO scale Logansport and Indiana Northern RR.
He tells you how to define what you are looking for (are you listening Andy?) and what space
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THAMESIDERS SUB-DIVISION OFFICERS AND CONTACTS
The Management Committee

NMRA MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

Chairman

David Ammon

davea200@yahoo.co.uk

07944518033

Treasurer

Paul Evans

paul@colchestermrc.org

01376 570156

Secretary

It could be you……….

Representative

Paul Purnell

Publicity

Vacant

pmjandlrr@talktalk.net

Varying discounts and offers are available to NMRA
members on production of their current membership
card from the following suppliers:
•

10-20% off at Malc’s Models (Ilkeston, Derbyshire)

•

10% off at Plus Daughters (Basildon – N scale
specialists)

•

10% off at Grainge & Hodder (laser-cut baseboard kits) with code nmrabr 19

•

15% off Lenz Digital Plus at A&H Models
(Brackley, Northants)

01284 763701

Other Officers/Volunteers
Website

Martin Gibson

mng@deskdata.co.uk

07976 375258

Ditchlight Editor

Mike Arnold

tunnelmotor@tiscali.co.uk

01892 459967

Please note not all the above supply USA/Canadian
models.
The following do not offer any discounts but the following stock North American models: Invicta Models at
Sidcup, Kent, and Kent Garden Railways at St Mary
Cray, Orpington, Kent. Model Junction is trading from
home now and will remain open for business until at
least 31 December 2021.
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YOUTUBE VIDEO SUGGESTIONS (For those dark nights!)

Above left: Operating Session on the ATSF Hereford Sub https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=KyxzX6L9XSY
Left: Tom Miller’s F DRGW/RGS scale layout: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=GCTPHbjpPcs
Above: Tom Miller’s ride on railroad https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_VdCrHztInA
This is a realtor’s promotional video as the whole estate was put up for sale.
The last two I visited in 2015 during the Portland National Convention and my mind was
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FROM THE CABOOSE - Mike Arnold
It has only been six weeks this time but at least we have had our Region Convention in Derby
to entertain us. I also visited a great show in our neck of the woods at Uckfield the weekend
before. I cannot recommend it highly enough with quality layouts throughout plus a good
selection of trade stands. This hobby is about what inspires us - see my review of Lance
Mindheim’s new book if you ever doubted I need or get inspiration from others. I do.

I also succumbed and purchased a ScaleTrains autorack - I just had to have one! Plus a few
extra freight cars from Sophie (not that I do not have enough). However one purchased as a
bargain is serving a good cause - an attempt to win a Merit Award in the Achievement Program as I want to scratch-build a scrap gondola that I have seen in a series of videos. It cost
just £7.50. The story about it starts elsewhere in this newsletter. That is what has taken up
my time these past few weeks, apart from organising a Scottish beer tasting event here toI went to the annual Scaleforum for that very reason. OK it’s all British but there is more to
night. Sorry you will have missed it by the time you read this. It is St Andrew’s day.
our hobby than what is on the rails or the style of architecture. The techniques we all use are
universal in any language so go explore other shows and browse the British hobby maga- The other thing I have been doing is planning for our local group to join the ranks of the
zines, especially Model Railway Journal. WH Smiths carries in most locations - I dare you to Freemo crowd. We have funds available and I have lots of lessons learned from developing
get inspired.
the Essex Belt Lines. One key factor is storage and the ability to bring them together when
needed. That we will address. The next is how many boards, in what configurations? We will
Derby was full of good quality layouts or modules within larger set ups. I love going round
be investing in Grainge & Hodder for lightness and ease of construction. We will also use the
the Black Diamonds and Friends set up and looking at how they designed the trackwork and
whole project to showcase skills and share know-how. True hands-on clinics with a real outtrackside detail. Your scale might be HO but never be so blinkered as to not look at what
put at the end. Not everyone can do everything and some are lacking skills but it is an opporother scale modellers are doing (and vice versa by the way). I did buy some USA-themed
tunity to remedy that. We might serialise the whole experience in some articles for Roundstuff this time. I could not resist one loco on Sophie’s stand, an Athearn Genesis ES44AC in a
house. I have obtained quotes for custom=made boards to NMRA specifications, i.e. 18 inchone-off livery with the BNSF (see photo). It is stunning….but I learned after I bought it that
es wide. I should have more to report next time. Sorry it’s not N scale Martin, for when you
because it was dual fuel loco it ran with a special LPG tank! Oh well that’s another scratchmove over here….
build job unless someone brings it out RTR. #5815 is posed on Ant Quinlan’s “Kamiak Falls”
layout.
So we are approaching the Big Yo Ho Ho. Do trains feature on your wish list? I do have a railway book on the list so I hope to get that. Otherwise no trains. Will you get some modelling
done over this season that is supposed to be when we do have more time for the hobby? Ian
Watton has not been up in his loft to record further tales from the Clyman Sub as he has a
very sore knee injury - and it might be getting quite cold up there now too. I have not been
up in my cabin for a while so must get some trains out t run. I am off to a fellow ,]member in
Hastings to run his set up the week between the AGM and the social. So I should be getting
my fill of the hobby. I must also look out some t=stuff I will never ever need or get around to
running or building. I have a good number of structure kits that might never see glue or a
scalpel in my house. I certainly have many freight cars that have never turned a wheel on
the Texas Pacific Lines, from coil cars to grain cars and box cars…...and intermodal cars too.
What have you got that you do not really have the space or time for?
We will all find out on the 11th December….Season’s Greetings to you all
.

Mike Arnold
30 Novenber 2021
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NEXT TWO MEETS

MONTHLY MEET AT ST. OSYTH VILLAGE HALL, CLACTON ROAD, CHRISTMAS SOCIAL, THE OLD SCHOOL ROOM, SHALFORD
CO16 8PE

ROAD, RAYNE ESSEX CM77 6BS

Take the A133 towards Clacton (past the Frating turnoff) until reaching the St Johns
roundabout where the fire station is. Take the B1027 St Johns road exit towards St
Osyth. After a few miles just after the Pump Hill BP filling station take the left turn
towards St Osyth and the village hall is a little way along on the left set back from the
road. Follow the one-way system around the hall and park in one of the marked bays
at the front. You will come in from the right on the map on B1027 - Clacton Road is
the yellow road running off the B1027 in a WSW direction. The Hall is circled.

Shalford Road is top left on the map. Chris Coombes will provide better particulars closer
to the time, along with a formal AGM notification and agenda.

© 2021Thamesiders Model Railroad Group. The Ditchlight is the title name of the group’s periodical newsletter to members. Nothing contained herein shall be copied, duplicated or otherwise sold
without the express permission of the Management, Tunnelmotor Press (the publisher) or the relevant author, if named. The views expressed herein are those of the relevant author and do not necessarily accord with any official views of the NMRA.
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